ANU Reporter
ANU stands firm
on reviews

The University is standing firm on
conducting its own reviews of individual schools and centres in the
Institute of Advanced Studies, but
would include on the review committees one nominee of the
Australian Research
Council
(ARC) or the Medical Research
Council of the NHMRC as
appropriate.

This advice was communicated to the
Minister for Higher Education, Mr
Baldwin, after a meeting of the
University Council on 10 May and despite a personal appearance by him at
the meeting when he expressed his
belief that the government would be
able to provide safeguards satisfactory to
the University if the reviews were to be
ARC-controUed.
At its meeting. Council considered advice from the Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Laurie Nichol, based on the resolutions
of the two academic boards, in respect of
the future funding and review arrangements proposed by Mr Baldwin in his
statement of 27 March and in his letter
to Council of 11 April. (These resolutions
were reported in the ANU Reporter of 24
April and 8 May.)
The main points of dispute with the
Minister relate to • whether the government should
conduct separate reviews of the schools
and centres of the IAS which would recommend to the Minister the levels of
funding for each school and centre;
• the period between reviews;
• the retention of the John Cur tin
School of Medical Research as an integral part of the ANU with funding
through the Higher Education portfolio.
The University takes the view that
government
requirements
of
accountability and performance would
be served if its own external reviews
included
ARC
or
NHMRC
representations and the government
carried out a subsequent review of the
Institute as a whole. The University's
reviews would take account of agreed
performance indicators for each school
and centre. In turn, the results of these
reviews (which would be made public)
would be used by the government-

The Executive Chairman of the Canberra
Institute of the Arts, Professor Peter
Karmel, has told a CITA graduation
ceremony that the Institute was strongly
supportive of the ANU Council in its
determination
to p r e s e r v e
the
University's integrity and autonomy.
*The ANU is an outsunding institution
and is recognised as such internationally.' Professor Karmel said.
*It contains a great concentration of
distinguished scholars and scientists, as
can be testified objectively by an examination of the membership of the
learned academies of Australia, the
United Kingdom and elsewhere, and by
its output of research and publications.

tn survey

appointed committee, with ARC and
ANU representation, in reviewing the
IAS as a whole. Total funding for the
IAS would be based on the recommendations of this committee.
Both types of reviews would be carried
out every seven years - a time scale
deemed realistic by the ANU in view of
the long-term nature of many research
projects - and not the five year period
advocated by the Minister.
The University has also advised the
Minister that in order to ensure the integrity of both classes of review, it is
essential that the reviewers be
'independent and of intemadonally
recognised suture - scholars and scientists of the highest distinction, whose
judgment would be respected by a wide
cross-section of the community'.
During the 90 minutes that he spent
with Council in an informal meeting, Mr
Baldwin said he did not believe diat the
differences between the government and
the ANU were as huge as had been publicly presented and that it was not the intention of the government to harm the
Institute. However, the government was
concerned to achieve optimal allocation
of research funds and that there was no
other body in a better position than the
ARC to provide this advice. This was because only the ARC knew what was going on in the 43 institutions in the higher
education sector.
Mr Baldwin said the criteria and
membership of ARC-led reviews would
be worked out jointly by the ARC and
the ANU and the panels may or may not
even have ARC members on them. He
saw the participation of the IAS as an integral part of the whole operation.
The ANU objection to this review process is based on the threat it poses to the
University's autonomy and freedom of
inquiry and a level of government control over the University far greater than
that operating in any other university in
Australia.
The Council believes that Universityled review committees would be similar
in composition to tiiose proposed by the
Minister.
The subsequent government review of
the Institute would meet his accountability requirements and would produce

well-informed funding advice. The
University's proposal would also allay
national and international concerns
about
*unneccessarily
intrusive
government controls' and the ANU
becoming a university that no longer set
its own research 2^enda and allocated its
own resources.
The ANU proposals would also permit
the IAS to plan its research programs as
an Institute rather than as ten separate
centres, and continue to be managed, in
effect as well as in law, by the University
Council rather than government
research councils.
On the Stephen Committee proposals
for the future of the John Cur tin School
of Medical Research, broadly endorsed
by the Minister, the Council resolved
that the school remain an integral component of the IAS and the University,
and should not have its funding responsibility transferred to the NHMRC
through the Health portfolio.
Council agreed with the advice the
Minister received from the National
Board of Employment, Education and
Training (NBEET) which expressed
doubts about the effectiveness of the
proposed transfer of funding responsibility to the NHMRC. Council agreed,
however, to involve the NHMRC in reviews of the John Curtin School, and the
Institute, in the same way that has been
suggested for the ARC in relation to
other research schools. The NHMRC's
Medical Research Committee has nominated a member of the school's Research
Advisory Board and will be asked also to
nominate a member for the promotions
and appointments committees.

Professor Karmel said the recent
political and bureaucratic interventions
in the affairs of Australian universities
had sprung partly from a demand for
greater accountability - reasonable
enough in itself - and partly from a belief that the bureaucracy knows better.

*The time has come for those of us
who believe in the importance of higher
education for this country and the people who live in it, to proclaim loudly and
clearly that the integrity and autonomy
of our universities must not be eroded.

*In this context, it is important to
emphasise that the case for institutional
autonomy stems not from any desire to
protect vested interests but from the
knowledge that universities will better
achieve their purposes in serving a free
society by self-government than by detailed intervention on the part of the
public authorities.

On the suggested 'federation' model
for an association between the ANU and
the University of Canberra, Mr Baldwin
told Council that it was not the government's intention to impose, nor would it
be pursuing, any amalgamation model
which was not agreed by member institutions. Earlier, he had asked the two
universities to consider this model, with
a view to full integration over time.
The Vice-Chancellor and senior officers of the University expect to meet
with Mr Baldwin on the Council resolutions in the near future.
— Maureen
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for one, u k e this opportunity to
proclaim this now. It rests with those of
you who are now j o i n i n g
the
community of graduates to proclaim this
also.'
The legislation enabling the amalgamation of CITA and the ANU from 1
January 1992 was ^ t r o d u c e d in the
House of Representatives on 15 May.

A survey of secondary school students in the ACT has found that
students' trust for the Federal
Government declined by 10 per
cent between 1987 and 1990.

The survey of 1014 students in years
10 to 12 in 1987 and 462 students in 1990
by Dr Larry Saha of the ANU's
Department of Sociology in The
Faculties, also found that:
• Almost 75 per cent of students surveyed in 1987 thought the Hawke
Government had done either a fairly, or
very good job. This figure declined by
16 per cent to 58.9 per cent in 1990;
T h o s e who thought the Hawke
Government was doing a very good job
declined from 11.3 to 3.8 per cent during
the two survey periods;
• Students feel themselves to be powerless and ignored and they believe that
Government is isolated from the people
and only interested in votes;
• Most of the students strongly identified themselves as 'Australian' - 73.9 per
cent in 1987 and 71.6 per cent in 1990;
• A large majority were proud of
Australia - 91 per cent in 1987 and 87.4
per cent in 1990;

Dr Saha

• In general, students preferred that
Australia remain a monarchy - 36.2 per
cent and 41.4 per cent favouring this option in 1987 and 1990 respectively. The
preference for becoming a republic was
only slightiy lower and a relatively large
percentage of students (34 per cent and
28.5 per cent) didn't know what they
preferred.
o There was a growing potential for
students to become involved in political
activism;
The survey was conducted over two
periods, in 1987 and 1990. Four schools
were surveyed twice and overall 21 secondary schools participated in the study.
Dr Saha said students' responses over
the two survey periods were very similar, apart from the responses to political
attitudes and this indicated a strong shift
in opinion on the political questions.
The Federal Government will take no
joy from the fact that trust in it has de— Continued on Page 7
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Neuroscience, and the co-operative
effort at the ANU
by Richard Mark and Rosemary Martin'*
One of Australia's two Nobel Prizes was
awarded to Professor Sir John Eccles of
the John Curtin School of Medical
Research for his work on communication
between nerve cells in the brain.
The impetus that this work provided
for the study of the nervous system is
still felt and there are now seven professors of neuroscience in the Institute of
Advanced Studies.
As a cohesive discipline, neuroscience
grew out of basic research into the nervous system of many animals that
showed that the microscopic structure
and physiological and biochemical
mechanisms underlying the function of
their brains were astonishingly similar.
It has an additional coherence, more recent in origin, that has been brought to it
by information science. The behaviour of
animals and their brains can both be described in terms of information processing which has led to the development of
what is now known as computational
neuroscience.
With the strength of neuroscience in
the Institute it was understandable that
The Faculties did not attempt to duplicate it. This meant that there was a
dearth of teaching expertise at the undergraduate level. Up to the middle
1980s this was partly ameliorated by
teaching done in The Faculties through
invitations extended to members of the
Institute. As neuroscience emerged as a
discipline of greater importance in the
biological sciences, the requests for ad hoc
teaching became more insistent until the
equivalent of a third year semester was
being uught this way.

Comment
versity medal last year. There are two in
the Research School of Biological
Sciences. Another former student is back
on the staff of the John Curtin School
after postdoctoral experience in the US.

control, learning and memory, and special systems such as the control of the
heart, circulation and respiration.
Students may complete their studies by a
course on future trends in areas of major
importance in behavioural neuroscience.
The ANU is the only university in the
country in which it is possible to study
the neurosciences from the second un-

Professor Mark and Dr Martin

In 1986 the Department of Psychology
strengthened its undergraduate teaching
in physiological psychology with a lectureship which was filled by a neuroscientist from the John Curtin School, but
in the next year, staff from the Institute
still found themselves teaching one half
of a semester course of neurophysiology
in tiie Department of Zoology. It was not
surprising that the five year review of the
honours course contained a recommendation that a lecturer in neurophysiology
be appointed, attached to that department The then Director agreed that the
John Curtin School would pay the salary
The first formal move towards spefor the first three years and that the apcialised teaching of neuroscience in The
pointee could maintain research facilities
Faculties was an Institute initiative in
within the School.
1983 to mount an Honours/Diploma
course with the research component
The outcome of these two faculty apconducted mainly in ihe laboratories of pointments is that the School of Life
the Institute. The course was adminis- Sciences offers in 1991 a stream of untered by Faculty of Science under the dergraduate courses in neuroscience
Dean of Students, and was run in the taught over two years. Current enrolsame way as honours in biochemistry.
ments number 175 students in the four
Some 30 students have passed through courses. In the first year students explore
the course with nearly half going on to the neuroanalomical and cellular basis of
do PhDs at this University or elsewhere. behaviour and of function of the nervous
Of the PhD students presentiy in the system. In the second year, advanced
John Curtin School six are graduates of aspects of cellular properties are covered
the course, one of whom won the uni- in relation to sensory processing, motor

dergraduate year right through to PhD
level. The Graduate Program in
Neuroscience offers as wide a scope for
study of the many branches of neuroscience as is available in the rest of the
Australian universities put together.
Groupings of researchers such as the
Centre for Visual Science make a marvellous environment for graduate students.
All this now rests on a solid base of undergraduate training which will keep up
the flow of new people and the freshness
of outiook that they bring.
Study of the neurosciences in the university is easy to defend on intellectual
grounds but what of practical matters? Is
a degree in neuroscience any good? A
knowledge of the workings of the nervous system is obviously applicable to
any of the psychological and health professions and thus to the relevant
branches of the public service. Think for
example of drug abuse, road and traffic
safety, aircraft safety and toxicological
evaluation.
Graduates in neuroscience presentiy
have responsible positions in all these
fields in the public service. It is of value
to employment in the pharmaceutical
industry in its medical, agricultural and

Frenchship Fortnight

Courts and Federalism

industrial concerns. Most pesticides are
neurotoxins. Primary industry abounds
in potential applications. Animal growth
and reproduction are dependent on
brain-controlled hormones. There are
similar applications in wildlife management.
With the close intellectual link between
computer science and neuroscience,
these are becoming a popular combination
for
undergraduate
study.
Computational neuroscience demands in
the end a very high degree of computing
skills, and furthermore, even the logic of
computing itself is influenced by our
rapidly developing knowledge of the
nervous system. One of our graduates is
responsible as a private consultant for the
electronic communications network in
Parliament House.
The evolution of neurosciences teaching is already an object lesson on how to
harness the expertise of the Institute to
fill a clear educational need in The
Faculties and to develop courses of high
quality by international standards. It also
shows how much the Institute can benefit by an even closer relationship to The
Faculties. The good of endeavours like
the neuroscience program will outiast
the present administrative squabbles besetting the universities of the country but
we should be keenly aware that it is the
future of this kind of interaction, so easy
at the ANU as an autonomous university,
that is now at such risk.
To people like us who have found no
difficulty in moving between the aims
and priorities of die Institute and The
Faculties and have seen the mutual benefits possible in this unique university, the
recommendation of the Chubb report
that they be separated seems nothing but
blind, ignorant vandalism. The same
may be said for the Baldwin attempt to
reduce the Institute's role in teaching by
setting it in a funding and performance
structure that is simply not compatible
with its function as part of a university.

*Professor Mark is a member of the
Development Neurobiology Group in RSB
and Dr Martin is a lecturer in the Dixnsion
Botany and Zoology in the School of Life
Sciences, The Faculties.

^How to Parent' survey

The ANU's Professor of Law, Professor
An honours student in
the
Leslie Zines, is to lecture at Parliament Department of Psychology, Ms Nicole
House as part of a program organised by French, is conducting research into what
For the next two weeks, the ANU is preerary lunch is $8.00 (including a light
the Australian Senate to mark the 100th it feels like to be a parent. She is keen to
senting several events connected witii 'La
lunch and drinks).
anniversary
of the National Australasian find out what motiiers and fathers say
Francophonie*, a program of French lanConvention.
An
exhibition
of
paintings
from
the
about their parenting experiences.
guage and cultural activities, which benine participating embassies and high
The first draft of the Australian
For her survey, Ms French is seeking
gan on Saturday 18 May and continues
commissions, together with a French lit- Constitution was prepared during the ANU staff from all areas who fit her criuntil Sunday 2 June.
erature selection, is currentiy on show at 1891 Convention.
teria and would be happy to answer a
Nine French-speaking, or partiy French
the MacDonald Room of the Menzies
Professor Zines, who is an authority on questionnaire. This should take less than
speaking, countries are taking part Library.
Australian constitutional law and was a an hour to complete.
Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, Laos,
Also as part of the 'La Francophonie' member
of
the
Constitutional
She would like to hear from couples
Lebanon, Mauritius, Switzerland and
cultural activities, Pierre Bokor will direct Commission from 1985 to 1988, will who are still in their first marris^e with a
Vietnam.
tsvo productions by Studio Theatre at the speak on the subject What the Courts have child or children from this marriage.
As part of the *La Francophonie' festiANU Arts Centre.
done to Australian Federalism^ as part of the
Their first child should be between the
val, the ANU will host performances of
ages of three and 14 years.
The first play is La Duchesse de Langeais series, 'One People, One Destiny*.
French drama, a literary lunch, and an
His
lecture
will
be
given
on
Monday
27
Those interested in participating in Ms
by
Canadian
playwright
Michael
exhibition of French art and literature.
May
at
12.15
pm
to
1.15
pm,
in
the
Main
French's
survey, or who would like to
Tremblay,
to
be
performed
next
Friday
The literary lunch at the ANU is en tided Francophone writers and the non- 24 May at 8 pm and next Saturday 25 Committee Room at Parliament House. know more about it are asked to contact
Francophone world. It will be held at May at 3 pm. The second production is Admission is free. Inquiries to the Senate her at home after hours on 258 1325, or
her supervisor, Bemd Heubeck on x0635.
University House on Thursday 30 May at of Eugene lonesco's play Exit the King (Le Procedure Office, phone 277 3063.
Eoi
se
Meurt).
This
is
on
Friday
31
May
at
12.00 noon. The three guest speakers are
ANU Reporter is published by University Public Relations (Editor: Peter Cotton; Staff writer Marietta
McGregor), 28 Balmain Crescent, Canberra, 2601. Telephone (06) 249 2229, Fax (06) 249 5568. ANU
French writer Georges-Emmanuel 8 pm and Saturday 1 June at 3 pm.
Reporter is published twenty times a year, on the second and fourth Wednesday of the month during the
Clancier, Canadian playwright Rene- Tickets for the plays are $5.00 each.
academic year. Editorial inquiries should be made on (06) 249 4171; inquiries about classifieds, diary,
Daniel Dubois, and Paulin Djite origiBookings may be made with Katarina
arts, awards, meetings, visitors, mailing lists, circulation, etc., should be made to Susan White on (06)
nally of the Ivory Coast, and currentiy at the French Embassy on 270 5111, or
249 2106. A limited amount of paid advertising is accepted providing it meets the criteria of interest and
benefit to members of the ANU community.
lecturing in Francophone studies at the Paulette at the Canadian High
Printed by National Capital Printers, Fyshwick, ACT.
University of Sydney. The cost of the lit- Commission on 27 3844.
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Unique feasibility
study of opiate use
The Australian National University
has been invited by an ACT
Government Committee to research
whether Canberra-based
trials
should be held which would make
opiate drugs legally available to
users in a carefully-controlled environment.
The National Centre for Epidemiology
and Population Health (NCEPH) has
been asked to conduct the research.
The request arose from submissions received by the Legislative Assembly of the
ACT Select Committee on HIV, Illegal
Drugs and Prostitution, chaired by
Independent MLA Mr Michael Moore.
The interim report of that Committee
was published in April 1991.
Submissions to the Conmiittee argued
that the illegal use o f opiate drugs is a
major contributor to public health problems and social problems, including
AIDS, crime and corruption, and that
many problems stemmed from the
drugs* illegality, rather than from associated pharmacological problems.
The feasibility study into the controlled
availability of opiates will examine if trials are an appropriate way to test
whether making opiate drugs available to
users through legzdly-controlled channels
would minimise these problems.
The first stage of the feasibility study
will be directed by a steering group
chaired by the Director o f NCEPH,
Professor R M Douglas. The steering

Major facilities opened

group will comprise ANU researchers
and Australian experts from other institutions, including Professor Duncan
Chappell from the Australian Institute of
Criminology.
For the study, opiate drugs will not be
provided to users. The study will examine only how a trial could be structured,
legal and ethical issues, the attitudes of
the general community and of key people with a particular interest in the issue,
relevant political considerations, and how
a trial would be evaluated.
Stage one involves considerations of
how a trial would be run if it went ahead
and includes issues such as which drugs
in the opiate class (for example, heroin,
morphine o r methadone) would be
made available; which users the trial
would be aimed at and how they would
be recruited; how the opiates would be
made available; what records and checks
would be kept on trial participants; and
what forms o f treatment would be offered.
Key community groups and individuals in Canberra are being consulted during the next month and written comments relating to the topics being considered in stage one are being sought from
private individuals and community
groups. This stage will be completed by
31 July.

The Minister for Science and Technology, Mr Simon Crean (above centre), officially
opened the Department of Electronic Materials Engineering (EME) in the Research School of
Physical Sciences and Engineering with the assistance of the School's Director, Professor
John Carver (left) and Professor Jim WiUiams, head of the Department of EME. EME has
now commissioned facilities worth over $3 million for semi-conductor and advanced
materials research, which the Department conducts in collaboration with other Australian
research institutions and industry.
A«itralisn
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Official Opening
FU|5U

AP - 1000 Experimental Parallel Supercomputer

Later suges, which would involve examination o f logistics and piloting o f
procedures, will go ahead only if the
conclusion at the end o f stage one is
favourable.

Peter calls it a day after 40 years
On 13 May the Minister for Transport and Communications, Mr Kim Beazley (above,
second from left), launched the new ANU-Fujitsu parallel supercomputer, the AP-1000,
which will be the centre of one of the largest and most innovative computing research projects
to be established between an Australian university and the Japanese computer industry.
Other speakers at the launch included (from left) Professor Deane Terrell, Chairman of the
ANU's Centre for Information Science Research (CISR) and of the Board of The Faculties,
Mr Beazley, Professor Michael McRobbie, Executive Director of CISR, Professor Robin
Stanton (speaking, head of the Department of Computer Science in The Faculties and
Deputy Executive Director of CISR, Mr Shigeru Sato, Director of Fujitsu Laboratories, Japan,
Professor Richard Brent, head of the Computer Sciences Laboratory in the ANU*s Institute of
Advanced Studies and Mr NexAUe Roach, Managing Director of Fujitsu Australia Ltd.
The AP-1000 WCLS provided by Fujitsu at no cost to the ANU in recognition of the value of
research conducted by the ANU and Fujitsu under a joint agreement signed in 1989.

WHATS ON AT

UNIVERSITY HOUSE

Mr Darling and his workmate Stephen Brooks examine the wheels for a model canon
The head of the joinery workshop at the
Research School of Physical Sciences and
Engineering, Peter Darling, became an
official employee of the ANU 40 years
ago when he walked up the gang plank
of the P and O ocean liner Moolun at
Tilbury Docks in England.
Mr Darling, who is the ANU's longest
serving employee, was on his way to
Australia with his wife Edna to work for
Professor Mark Oliphant - now Sir Mark
- who was setting up the School.
There was very litde on the ANU site
in those days,' Mr Darling said.*Cows
from the nearby dairy grazed along
Sullivans Creek and drank its water.
'There were eight people working at
RSPhysS at the time. I can remember we
watched the annual picnic races from the
second floor of the Cockroft Building
which overlooked the racecourse.*
The race course and the dairy are now
%

submerged under Lake Burley Griffin.
Mr Darling is cabinet maker of great
intuition and skill whose creations grace
offices in the ANU and the homes of
retired senior staff of the University. He
hankers for the old days when the
joinery shop was more involved in
cabinet making and the construction of
research models.
T v e been very happy at the ANU but
the top quality joinery work is gone
now,* he said. 'There's no more work in
teak, blackbean, and the exotic timbers."
Peter Darling is a self-effacing man
who gives meaning to a term one doesn't
hear used much. He's a 'gentleman'.
Mr Darling will spend his retirement
'hard at it' in a well-equipped workshop
he's put together at the back of his
house, making models of old ball firing
cannon and steam engines.
— Peter Cotton

Wednesday 22 May
6.15 for 6.30

Dinner in Hall with Cornelia Buijs and Fiona
Macdonald, two of Canberra's leading pianists

Music at Lunchtime returns on Tuesday 11 June
Watch this space
Old Canberra House
every Thursday

Happy Hour (all drinks at reduced prices)
5.00 to 6.30

The wines in our Bottleshop are among the best, prices are among the lowest
in Canberra, and we strongly recommend our own University House label
wines: Tyrrells Hunter Riesling, Semillon Chardonnay, Shiraz Cabernet and
Hunter Shiraz, all at $4.95 a bottle or $56.40 a case;
Orlando litre flagons at $4.40; Tyrrells Tawny Port at $11.50
Wine-tastings every Wednesday lunchtime
Members receive discounts in the Bistro and in the Cellar Bar and
Restaurant, where you can obtain an excellent meal very inexpensively.
Cellar Restaurant.
For general enquiries, please telephone 2495211 or 249 5281.
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Senior
Three ANU scientists honoured
Appointments

Two scientists from the ANU's
Institute o f Advanced Studies are
among nine recently elected to
Fellowships by the Australian
Academy of Science. A third ANU
scientist
has
received
the
Academy's
top
award
for
experimental physics research by a
young scientist.

Chemistry in the Research School of
Chemistry, and Dr Stjepan Marcelja, a
senior fellow in the Department of
Applied Mathematics of the Research
School of Physical Sciences and
Engineering (RSPhysSE).

Professor John White has made significant contributions to methods of high
resolution spectroscopy using neutrons
and x-rays. His work has application to a
wide variety of fields in chemistry and
biology including the structure of polymers of commercial significance to the
petroleum industry and the structure of
viruses.
He has served as director of the tri-national Institut Laue-Langevin in
Grenoble, France, and has also developed a strong international collaboration
between the ANU and the Argonne
National Laboratory of the US
Department of Energy.

(RSPhysSE), who received
the
Academy's 1991 Pawsey Medal.
The Medal is bestowed for outstanding work in experimental physics by
younger scientists, and recognises Dr

New Pro-Chancellor
Ms Pauline Griffin has been appointed the new Pro-Chancellor of
the Australian National University.
Miss Griffith, who has been a member
of the University Council since
September 1978, succeeds Sir Geoffrey
Yeend in the position.
Ms Griffin was a Commissioner of the
Australian
Industrial
Relations
Commission and of its predecessor, the
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission, from 1975 until her retirement at the end of 1990, and also held
the position of Chair of the National
Committee on Discrimination in
Employment and Occupation.

Director of the IAS

T h e ANU Council recently appointed Professor Max Neutze as the
first Director o f the Institute of
Advanced Studies, until the end of
1991.
Professor Neutze has been Deputy
Dr Stjepan Marcelja has made imporVice-Chancellor of the University since
Unt contributions to many multidisci1989. He previously held positions as
plinary fields, including superconductivDirector of the Research School of Social
ity, liquid crystals, forces between
Sciences and head of the Urban Research
molecules, surface forces, and image
Unit
representation in the visual cortex.
Professor Neutze*s responsibilities will
Dr Marcelja's research has wide pracDr Stuchbery
include strategic planning in the
tical applications. For example, his studInstitute, promoting the work and standies of clays have applications for enStuchbery's work in nuclear phyics, inhanced oil recovery and for the con- cluding experimental studies of nuclear ing of the Institute with governments,
industry and the wider community, and
struction industry.
structure and excited nuclear states, and exploring mechanisms for increasing the
Also honoured was Dr Andrew investigations at the atomic level of the Institute's external funding.
Stuchbery, a senior research fellow of mechanisms giving rise to transient
Professor Neutze said one of his first
the Department of Nuclear Physics magnetic fields.
tasks would be to develop a program for
increased collaboration with other
Australian universities.
A coming edidon of ANU Reporter will
feature interviews with both Ms Griffin
Bede Morris Fellowship Conference Secretary, Ms Jennifer and Professor Neutze.
Young, phone (02) 697 5150, fax (02) 398
Meanwhile the former Director of the
grant for scientist
9903.
Research School of Social Sciences in the
A p p l i c a t i o n s are invited f r o m
Institute, Professor Paul Bourke, has
History of Ideas II
been appointed acting Deputy Vicesenior Australian scientists for a
grant-in-aid for travel to France in The History of Ideas Program is plan- Chancellor until the end of June.
1992, u n d e r the Bede Morris ning a set of seminars, conferences and
public lectures to discuss the historical
Fellowship Scheme.
development of nationalism and culture
The late Professor Bede Morris, FAA, in Australia.
was a distinguished biologist with the
The project, which will take place in An interview with the Convenor of the
John Curtin School of Medical Research,
the
second half of 1991, is in its early ANU's Graduate Program in East Asian
with close connections with French
planning
stage. It will be carried out in Studies, Dr Bill Coaldrake, was recentiy
science and strong interests in the
collaboration
with other members of the broadcast on Radio Australia's
interplay of science and culture.
Division of Historical Studies in the Communicator prog^ram and heard by an
Proposals will be considered for
Research School of Social Sciences, and estimated 50 million listeners worldwide.
collaboration with host scientists in
Another interview with the Mr David
members of other departments at ANU
France in any field of natural science,
Worral, Head of the Canberra Institute
and scholars elsewhere in Australia.
basic and applied, or in a field which
Suggested themes include the devel- of the Arts' Australian Centre for die
embraces cultural aspects of science.
opment of national consciousness in Arts and Technology, will soon be heard
The program is administered by the Australia; the rise, character and content on the same program.
Australian Academy of Science and also of Australian nationalism; attitudes to
Both Dr Coaldrake and Mr Worral
supported by donations from colleagues Aborigines and migrants; and attitudes were interviewed by Mr Peter Cotton,
and friends of Professor Morris and the to other races, nationalities and cultures.
Editor of ANU Reporter, on his program
French Embassy.
A second group of themes will concern Behind the Lines, which goes to air
Application forms and further details
the resurgence of Aboriginal conscious- Tuesdays between 9.05 am and 10.30 am
are available from: International
ness and ethnic nationalism in Australia. on Canberra radio 2XX (1008khz).
Exchanges, Australian Academy of
Mr Cotton interviews a range of ANU
These themes also will be discussed in
Science, GPO Box 783, Canberra ACT
terms of gender and class, as well as academics on their area of work and
2601, or phone Bonnie Bauld or Judith
matters related to the ANU, and Ms
other perspectives.
Hlubucek on 06 247 3966. Applications
Professor Kamenka said he welcomed Marietta McGregor, also of University
close on 1 August 1991.
nominations of speakers and suggestions Public Relations, has a science segment
in the program called Common or Garde
Social Policy Conference of issues to be discussed.
Science (heard at approximately 10am).
The Social Policy Research Centre of the
The program includes a weekly analysis
Election of fellows
University of New South Wales will conof federal politics with Ross Peake, a
duct a National Conference on Social Nominations are invited for the election
federal press gallery correspondent for
Policy from 3-5 July 1991.
of fellows of University House to fill two Melbourne's The Age newspaper.
The biennial conference, on the vacancies created by retiring fellows.
Interviews fi-om the program are sent
theme. Social Policy Options for the 1990s, Nominations in writing, and including on to the Public Broadcasting
is the second to be held, and will pro- the written consent of the nominee,
Association in Melbourne for inclusion
vide a forum for discussion of social the- should be sent to the returning officer, in its national current affairs program
ory, social policy and social practice. It is Mr Warwick Williams, to reach him by
Undercurrents (heard in Canberra at 6pm
open to all interested individuals and 5.00 pm on Wednesday, 12 June.
each week night on 2SSS - 103.9 FM).
organisations.
Each person nominated, and the pro- The interviews are also sent to the
Registration brochures and further de- poser and seconder, must be eligible Association's Sydney office from where
they are sent to 38 affiliated stations.
tails may be obtained from the members of University House.
In February and March this year.
Professor White was Hinshelwood
Lecturer at Oxford University. He is a
Companion of the Order of St Michael
and St George.

Dr White
The two new ANU Fellows of the
Academy are Professor John White,
Professor of Physical and Theoretical

Briefly...
New Professor of
International Relations
Professor Andrew Mack was recently appointed to the Chair o f
International Relations in the
Research School of Pacific Studies.
Professor Mack, head of the ANU's
Peace Research Centre since 1985, succeeds Professor J B D Miller on the latter's retirement
Professor Mack has made distinguished contributions to policy development in the Asian-Pacific region and to
international relations theory. He has
published widely in these areas.

History of Ideas I
The History of Ideas Program is scheduled to hold the third of its four May
seminars today at 11 am.
In today's seminar. Professor Eugene
Kamenka speaks on 'Social Science and
Evil: Reflections on the Holocaust and
Other Human Horrors'.
Next week's seminar will be presented
by Dr N A Rupke. It is en tided 'Science
and Romanticism'.

OPTOMETRIST
Rosauro (Chito) RicabOiiap..
Contact lens Ppacmkmep
Bulk Billed

4

ANU

iBuiklng

JB-5
Ph: 247 2030
for appointment
(MXtttNnnaiHcy)
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Coaldrake on RA

I

Who zirrote it?
— author and title please

'Of all the potential difFerences in
human tastes, habits, interest and
predilections, among the strongest
is that which divides people who
care about horses from people who
don't.
People can love cats or dogs and not
feel as if they exist on an entirely different plane from those who are indifferent
to these animals, but Horse People not
only do not care to understand people
who don't give a damn about horses,
but the mere idea that such people exist
- and are the vast majority - makes
them wonder about the future of the
human race.
Horse People may be heads of state or
professionally unemployed in their ordinary lives, but horses are their passion,
as Jerusalem was the passion of a soldier
in some ancient Crusade. The cult of the
horse as their idol is as central to their
lives as cocaine is to some and applause
is to others. Perhaps not all of them
know that the earliest work of art known
to archaeology is a two-and-a-half inch
sculpture of a horse, made from the
ivory tusk of a woolly manmioth, a masterpiece of supple grace which is thirtytwo thousand years old - but this fact
would seem only fitting and right to any
Horse Person.
It is only normal that the Cro-Magnon
people of the Ice Age appreciated the
horse twenty-five thousand years before
the dawn of our civilisation - normal
and to be expected, since they believe
that the horse is nature's finest
achievement, not excluding man.

ANU language study in Asia
Under a new proposal by the
Faculty of Asian Studies, A N U
students will be able to study Asian
languages and culture for a full year
while living in a range of host
countries.

The second Hindi in-country course,
held last January and February, attracted
seven students from the A N U and the
University of Melbourne, all enrolled
through the ANU.

Mr Preecha Juntanamalaga and Dr
Tony Diller of the Southeast Asia Centre
participated in the supervision and teaching of the course, which included visits to
farms, factories and sites of cultural importance, as well as classroom teaching.
One of the first group of students to
participate in the in-country language
course in Thailand, third year student Ms
Sonya Albertini, said the six-week program was very intensive. Each student
had been allotted a Thai phii Hang or
'older brother or sister* as a mentor.
Ms Albertini said the proposed full
year in-country courses would give students an even better opportunity to experience local customs and become fully
proficient in the language.

T h e head of the Japan Centre,
Professor Andrew Gerstle, said the
Department of Employment, Education
and Training had already given the
University approval in principle for a
four-year Asian Studies degree, which
would include a year of in-country study,
beginning next year.
The proposal considerably broadens
the options for Asian language students
at the Australian National University. It is
a natural extension of the University's
pioneering in<ountry language courses.

Dr Barz said many students who enrolled for in-counU7 language programs
had a strong desire to acquire practical
skills in an Asian language. They included those with an interest in careers as
diplomats, public servants, teachers and
in international commerce.

Professor Gersde said the A N U was
very keen to proceed with the scheme.
The Faculty of Asian Studies wanted to
launch a pilot program in 1992, and
moves were already under way by the
A N U to seek the cooperation of institutions in the other countries.
The program would be jointiy conducted by Australian supervisors and
teachers f r o m each host country.
Professor Gersde said he was confident
that next year the program would be
able to offer students a year's in-country
study in Japanese, Chinese, Indonesian,
Hindi, Thai, and Arabic.

At present, under the ANU's existing
in-country language programs, students
have the opportunity to do six-week applied courses in third year Hindi or Thai,
'Stupid, dumb, moronic beast!' Patrick in India and Thailand respectively.
Shannon told his horse quietly. He
Hindi has now been on offer for two
didn't want to be overheard.*
years, and Thai was offered for the firts
The Who wrote it? quiz is open to all readers time last January.
of ANU Reporter. There was no correct en^ The originator of the Applied Hindi
try received for our last question, so the prizecourse, Dr Richard Barz, senior lecturer
of a $60 voucher from University House jack- and head of the South and West Asia
pots this week. The author no one knew rvasCentre, said he believed Hindi had been
Arthur Miller writing in his autobiography, the first fully- accredited language course
Timebends, A U f e . Grove Press
1987. given in an Asian country by an
Miller's second wife was of course Marilyn Australian university using its own academic staff.
Monroe.
To enter Wio Wrote it?, simply send the
name of the author and title of the book to the
Editor to be in the
running for a $90
voucher for goods or
services
from
University House. As
they say - 'You've got
to be in it...'

Ms Sonya Albertini
They spent six weeks studying Applied
Hindi with Dr Barz in Lucknow, the capital of the Indian State of Uttar Pradesh.
Lucknow, with a population of one million, was chosen as the course location
because of its importance in Indian history and literature, Dr Barz said.
Students attended three hour language
classes were conducted each week day, in
a wing of an old Lucknow hotel. They
studied selections from Hindi novels and
from a Hindi short story set in the city,
and visited historical landmarks around
Lucknow.
The first advanced Thai in-country
course, also this year, was based at
Silpakom University, Nakhon Pathom.
Twenty one students were enrolled.

H e said A N U graduates in Asian
Studies gain three essential skills: first, a
high level of competence in an Asian
language; second, a comprehensive understanding of the historical and cultural
basis of particular Asian societies; and
third, in-depth mastery of a critical disciplinary area such as economics, geography, law or politics.
Through in-country intensive training
and the proposed year-in-Asia study program, Drs Diller and Barz said the
Faculty of Asian Studies is producing
much-needed graduates. The formal degree structure in the Faculty of Asian
Studies emphasises a three-way combination of critical knowledge and skills.

Education Works even
better with a Macintosh LC
Bonus

$500

ANU course tailored for Foreign Affairs

Cambridge Fellowships
The Corpus Christi College of the
University of Cambridge is offering nonstipendiary Visiting Fellowships for the
1992/93 academic year. Four to six such
Fellowships are offered annually.
The College provides residential accommodation on its graduate campus to
scholars of several years' standing.
Applications and inquiries for the
1992/93 Fellowships to be made to the
College Secretary, Corpus Christi
College, CB2 I R H , England, by 1
October 1991.

Retirement Planning
Members of the University Credit
Union now have access to a
financial planning service.
The Credit Union's Ms Jean Phillips
has become an authorised represenutive
of Financial Planning and Investment
Ltd, part of the world-wide Norwich
group.
T o find out more about the service,
members can conuct Ms Phillips at the
University Co-operative Credit Society
Office in the Concessions Building on
249 3501.

i S S j ^ M : siWri,

BONUS

If you buy a Macintosh LC 2/40 with
12" colour monitor between now
and the 21 June 1991 we will give
you a $500 bonus to spend on
additional Apple labelled products*
to the value of $500 or more.
Our recommendations are:
•

2 years AppleCare (requires an
additional payment of $65),
which in effect will provide a total
of 3 years warranty on the LC
and monitor.
The signing of the agreement with DFAT was attended by (from the left) the Registrar Dr
•
2MB RAM Memory Expansion Kit
Ros Dubs, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Nichol, The Deputy Secretary of DFAT, Mr Michael
CosteUo, and DFAT's First Assistant Secretary for Corporate management, Mr Geoff Forrester. and LC VRAM 512K SIMM
Upgrade Kit (requires additional
payment)
The A N U Vice-Chancellor, Professor Laurie Nichol recendy signed an agreement
between the University and the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
• Apple Personal LaserWriter
for a new Associate Diploma in Policy Studies. The diploma is designed to meet
(requires additional payment)
the needs of DFAT officers.
Call us today or drop in at the
The course will be offered to a maximum of 30 participants each year, and
APPLE CONSORTIUM CENTRE
comprises 12 semester units to be completed part-time over three years. Students
who successfully complete the diploma will receive a full 12 points towards an
A N U Bachelor of Arts degree.
Six of the units for the diploma will be compulsory, and six are electives drawn
from four streams within the program as well as from relevant units already
offered by A N U faculties.
The compulsory units are: Public Policy and Australian Politics; International
Relations and Foreign Policy; Microeconomics and Financial Management;
Macroeconomics and Trade Analysis; Human Resource Management; and
Administt-ative Law.
The Convenor of die Associate Diploma is Dr Richard Higgott, from the ANU's
Department of International Relations, Research School of Pacific Studies.

Apple Consortium Centre

Cnr North & Daley Roads
ACTON ACT 2601
Ph: 249 3109/3527 Fax: 257 5088
* Special conditions apply
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Books and Arts. . .
Writers and editors An intriguing exhibition
ryoice in the Guide
The Australian Writer's and Editors*
Guide
Edited by Shirley Purchase at the
Australian National Dictionary Centre
Oxford University Press Australia 1991,
xvi, 383pp.
by Gehan Wijeyewardene*
As my collaborator (who wishes to
be nameless) in this brief comment says: 'Whoever heard of such
a book being launched on Tuesday
and reviewed within a week?'.
This must therefore be the most preliminary of comments on a work of
great importance. Shirley Purchase and
the Australian National Dictionary
Centre must be congratulated, as must
the ANU for support given to one of its
highly productive agencies.
To cite Graham Grayston, who
launched the book: 'It is very important
that every country should have its own
reference works in which one can find,
first and foremost, information about
different aspects of the country - people,
places, both well known and not so well
known, abbreviations, acronyms, and
many other things.' Shirley Purchase
has set about providing us with one based on The Oxford Dictionary for Writers
and Editors (ODWE), 1981 edition, but
significandy revised for Australian users.
My collaborator, who is a long-time
(not in AWEG, Macquarie uses hyphen)
user of ODWE, writes oi AWEG:
The cross-referencing seems especially
helpful, eg 'Fleming' x Tlorey*. The abbreviations listed - many more, I think
than in the previous editions - are very
helpful, and they, too, are well cross-referenced. The inclusion of so many

The 'Introduction' sutes quite clearly
that 'people with simple, uncomplicated
names are not included just because
they are well known'. Nevertheless, the
editor must have had difficulty in arriving at decisions. The dead appear to
have had a better chance of inclusion David Campbell, James Macauley and
Vincent Buckley are there. Patrick White
may have died too recently and his
name be more 'simple and uncomplicated'; but as our first Nobel Laureate
for literature, there might be other
grounds for inclusion. There are living
writers, Blanche dAlpuget and Clement
Christesen, for example, but are Peter
Corris and Peter Carey names that are
all that much simpler?
No conclusions are to be drawn from
this list of omissions (and commissions);
that would be most unfair. They should
be considered as suggestion towards the
next edition. I have on my shelf A
Dictionary of New Words in English
(English-Thai-Chinese) and, provoked
by curiosity, I made a quick comparison.
In the first few pages I picked up these
four words (among many) which are
not in AWEG:
'amniocentesis',
'antidumping', 'blackboard jungle',
'condominium'. Does this say something
about differences in Australian and Thai
culture?
There is a three-page guide to punctuation which I intend reading most carefully. After a lifetime's struggle, it could
be time well spent. The guide seems to
follow the ODWE very closely, but some
of
the
examples
have
been
'Australianized'. Were AWEG to allow
this dreadful word, it would spell it
'-ised'. The 'Introduction' says, 'The
most radical change from traditional

An exhibition of work by prominent Australian sculptor Ari Purhonen (above) is curr
on show at the Gallery of the Canberra School of ArL The exhibition covers the perio
- 1990 and consists of sculptures, drawings and maquettes, Mr Purhonen trained
architect in early 1970s, and architectural influences can be seen in the streamline
his work and in his fascination with weight and balance. His work is held in the p
collections of the Art Gallery of New South Wales, the Art Gallery of South Australi
National Gallery of Victoria and the Mildura Art Gallery. The works are visually exc
and intriguing, particularly those pieces that prompt visitors to interact with them.

Music at University House
Music at Lunchtime is soon to return to
the Great Hall of University House after
a twelve-month break.
The new 1991 series starts in June and
continues until the end of the academic
year. Performances will be held on the
second Tuesday of the month featuring
students of the School of Music.
Music at Lunchtime is a tradition which
began in the early 80s and has proved to
be very popular.
As well as enjoying music of a very
high standard in an excellent venue.

those who attend the concerts regularly
will have the opportunity to observe the
personal and professional development
of a group of highly talented students,
many of whom will go on to achieve
national and international recognition.
The music will be accompanied by a
ploughman's lunch, fruit juice, wine and
coffee. The cost for the food and the
music is only $8.50.
Performances begin at 12.30 pm sharp
and conclude at 1.30 pm.

Co-op
BOOKSHOP*

Dr WiUiam Ramson, head of the ANU's Australian National Dictionary Centre (left) with
Mr Graham Grayston, Style Manual Editor of the Australian Government Publishing
Service and Ms Shirley Purchase, editor of The Australian Writers' and Editors'
Guide.
Australian proper names is to be welcomed; eg Namatjira (but why not
Unaipon, Yunupingu and other
Aboriginal names almost daily in the
press or on TV?). Why not Monash,
when people such as General Monck are
included? Menzies and Isaacs are there,
but not Deakin (too easy to spell? - but
Barton is there).
'Swag' is not included, nor are there
entries for 'yabby* ('yabbie'?) 'dugong',
'darg',
'sleepout'
('sleep-out'?),
'flexitime' (it was in the previous English - edition), 'long-service leave',
'leave loading', 'roll-over' (terms on everyone's lips these days), ICAC,
AIATSIS (regarded as ephemeral?).
But 'PhiUips screw' and 'Phillips screwdriver' are there, and for that almost
anything can be forgiven.
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OUP practice is the preference given to ise endings over -ize'.
Perhaps the most imporunt, general
point to be made about AWEG is the extent to which it has moved away from
the tendency to be prescriptive. In itself
this is commendable, apparentiy an incentive to the growth of variety. The
sheer volume of writing becoming available from the North American continent
will probably work to reduce, rather
than preserve, variety, particularly with
the increasing reliance on computer
spelling checks.

*Z>r Wijeyewardene is a Visiting Fellow in
the Department of Anthropology, Research
School of Pacific Studies.

25th
Anniversary Sale
We're celebrating 25 years at ANU with

25% OFF*

ALL A&R Imprint titles
and
ALL Penguin Twentieth Century Classics
plus
huge genuine reductions on thousands of books
cleared from all departments
Saturday 25th May to Sunday 9th June
9-5 every day

Concessions Area, Australian National University
Phone 249 6244
*Offer applies to Co-op members
Membership costs $15 - join now for lifetime benefits.

Council
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Nichol,
reported to a meeting of the University
Council on 10 May that information on
educational profiles had to be submitted
to the Department of Employment,
Education and Training by 30 June.
He said that senior officers from the
Department and representatives of the
Higher Education Council would be visiting universities following the August
budget announcements to discuss the
profiles and any allocation of additional
growth for 1994.
On student enrolment, Professor
Nichol reported that the figure set for
1991 by the Department had been 6445,
including CITA enrolments, but excluding full-fee and non-degree students.
This urget, he said, had been exceeded
to a greater degree than originally anticipated and the census date figure was
7131 EFTSU - about 10 per cent over target. In contrast with previous years, enrolments rose steeply during March and
there had been fewer withdrawals.
While the University's resources had
been stretched, the increases had been
welcome in some areas, such as Arts and
Science, which had been previously undersubscribed.
Other statistics of interest were the
continuing
increase
in
female
undergraduates (now 51.8 per cent of total enrolments) and the increase in new
undergraduate enrolments (excluding
full-fee) by about 16 per cent and postgraduate enrolments by 17 per cent.
Professor Nichol said that the total
number of overseas undergraduate

students was now 440 and overseas
postgraduate students 457. Full fee
students were replacing subsidised
students in the system and full fee
undergraduate numbers had increased
by 100 while subsidised undergraduate
students had decreased by about the
same number, he added.

NBEET head
Mr Peter Laver, corporate general
manager, Technology and Development
at BHP, has been appointed chair of the
National Board of Employment,
Education and Training, by the Minister,
Mr Dawkins. NBEET is the peak advisory body to the Minister. Professor
Nichol said he understood that Mr
Laver*s role as chair would be on a parttime basis.
The major item on the Council agenda
was the University's response to the proposals by the Minister for Higher
Education, Mr Baldwin. This is covered
on P.l. Other business included:

Rules' changes
The degree of PhD can in future be
awarded by submission of published
work by members of staff who have
been employed for not less than three
consecutive years or for not less than
three consecutive years within the
preceding five years.
Students who have already been conferred with an ANU pass degree from
the Faculty of Arts will not now be excluded from having an ANU honours
degree conferred on them subsequendy.

Adjunct professor
Dr Justin \lfu Lin has been appointed
an adjunct professor with the Division of
Economics, Research School of Pacific

Classifieds 2

Motor Vehicles

Continued from Page 8
sportscoat, navy, 36R, $30. Both new.
Peter 2489186.
DINING SUITE, 6 chairs, wood with
teak satin finish, lam top, burnt orange vinyl uph, $300. x4198/
2496313(ah).
DINING TABLE, with 6 chairs, gd
cond, $130 ono. 2591891.
Heater, gas, Rinnai Ipg, convert to
natural gas, 2 spd electric fan, gd for
Ige areas, $200. 2472197(h)/Felix
2479230(w).
DRAWERS, 2 sets, $40ea. Dining rm
table, 2 chairs, $60. Fridge, $50.
Washing
machine,
$100.
Lawnmower, $100. Lots more, all
cheap, going o/s. 2488218.
ELECTRONIC daisywheel typewriter/computer printer, Nasco
Nx90, gd cond, $120. Garry Dellar
2490779(w)/247841S(h).
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, WorldBookset,
$250. Bikes, 10 spd, 1 mens, 1 ladies,
$185ea. Pine extennon dining table,
microwave with browner, computer
desk, colour TV. Offers. 2582531.
HREPLACE HOOD, grate, flue,
hearth bricks. 2548457.
FRIDGE, Kclivinator, mcd, $200ono.
Viaor lawnmower, 2 stroke, catcher,
goingwell,$150ono. Speakers, pr, 3
way, walnut boxes, 80w, $300. Nikon
camera, 301 lenses to suit, price neg.
X0787.
GLOBE, 12 inch, $50. 'Young People's Science Encyclopedias'
(Grolier),20 vols, $50. 'Australian
Scout Handbook', $6. All as new.
2412018.
HEATER, Kerosene, vgc, $30.
2396463.
HOUSEHOLD furniture, appliances, bikes, toys etc. 2821336.
LADIES BICYdJE, low seat, relatively new, with chain and lock, $90.
RmA205/2494048.
mouse, cage, with botde, $15. Silk
scarves, Various prices. x^86.
MOVING O/S, Household items, eg:
piano, fridge, dryer, washing machine, plus many smaller goods.
Some items not avail end of June.
2551183.
NIKON Fg, 35-70, Nikon zoom lens,
uv filter, leather case, flash, video/
camera tripod, whole set $600 ono.
x0157/2811875(h).
POTTERY kick wheel, sturdy pine
frame, $90. 2543756(ah).
QUILT, single, $10.
Stereo,

Thomson, mini compo, dble cass,
graphic equaliser, am/fm, with 2 sep
speakers, vgc, $160 ono. B&G Hall
RmC334. MissYek.
RADIO/CASS player, Toshiba, detachable speakers, $60. Travel clock,
warranty, $20. Qothes/Jewellery, opshop prices. Cassettes, $3. Janet
x4148.
ROOF RACKS, Universal carrier,
with lockable ski arms, $130. Super
downjacketwith hood and stuff sack,
1, as new, $140. Peter 2487940(h)/
2756765(w).
SAUCEPAN SET, aluminium, 4 pee,
heat-proof handles, almond col, new,
still in box, $70. 2861947.
SHOWERHEAD attachments that
conserve water and electricity, $52.
Tandy amplifier telephone plus
memory, unused, $1M. x5867/
2549284(ah).
TV, colour, Pye, VHF/UHF, 43cm,
vgc, $250 one. Printer, dot-matrbc, 9
pin, 2yo, Panasonic KX. $350 ono.
Chin 2887088(ah).
WARDROBES, Queen Anne,
rosewood, two, gd cond, $250 ea or
$475 the pair. 2883194.
WAanNGMACHINE, twin tub, vgc,
$180 ono. Must sell, going o/s.
2814443.
WASHINGMACHINE,National NA860, with micro-processor controls,
$300 ono, ($650 new). Cot with new
mattress, sheets and blankets, $50.
Childs safe 'n sound car scat, one
user, $40. x2756/2645548.
WATERPURinCATION,treatment
system, $350. Vacuum cleaner designed well for the dust sensitive person, $800. X3088.

Computers
APPLE 2E, computer and monitor
plus Epson printer and disks, manuals, ribbons, exc cond. Bargain at
$750. Barry or Joan 2496068.
IBM COMPATIBLE, 20 mb h/d
drive, 2 FDD, Hercules graphics,
heaps of software plus tuition if
needed, (bought AT), $1000 ono.
2887547.
IBMCOMPATIBLE,XT-turbo,640K
RAM, 40M hd, 360K floppy drive,
1.2Mb possible, math coprocessor,
$700 ono. x4099/2411024(ah).
IBM (CLONE), with h/disc and colour monitor, $550 ono. x2341.

CEUCA, '81,1/back, 2L, 5spd, a/c,
am/fm stereo + graphic eq, reg 12/
91, mech very sound and reliable,
full service records, owner going o/
s, vgc, $8500 ono. 2861947(ah).
DATSUN 120y, '77, stereo, cass, vgc,
$2600 ono. 2823494.
DATSUN 180B, sdn, '74,1800cc, reg
12/91, man, s/roof, recond eng, gd
body, $1300 ono. 2493259(w)/
2515804(h).
FORD ESCORT, '73, $1000 ono,
runs well, new tyres, noisy, gd bargain for a'car person'. Boudx0221/
x0284(w)/2497ll8(h).
FORD TELSTAR GHIA, '85, exc
cond, low km, $10,900 ono. Sam or
Lisax2461/2512814(ah).
HONDA ACCORD, immac, '81,
Hondamatic, only 79,000km, 3dr
hatch, gd tyres, no rust, 10 mths reg,
NSW pink slip, no longer needed,
$8600. Debbie X3498/(02) 2262227.
HONDA CIVIC, '86, 3 dr h/bock,
5spd, rad/cass, s/rood, 54,000km,
reg 8/91, high fuel efficiency, exc
cond, $13,000. 2489396(ah).
HYUNDAI EXCEL, GL hatch, charcoal, reg 1/92,6000km, as new, auto,
$12,900, must sell, going o/s.
2821336.
MAZDA626, deluxe hatch, '84,5spd
man, 12 mths reg, mech sound, vgc,
owner going o/s, $9500 ono.
2490664(w)/25477ll(h).
MAZDA CAPELLA, 1600, auto,
$2000 ono. Dianne 2494150(bh)/
2816440(ah).
SAAB 900, '82, sdn, auto, power
steering, rad/cass, a/c, 78,500km,
reg 10/91, exceptional cond,
$13,800. 2824764(ah).
SUZUKI HATCH 800, '82, reg 10/
91, gd cond, $2800. Kenx2496.
TOYOTA COROLLA CS, late '77,
man, sdn, reg 8 mths, new brakes, int
and body in exc cond, $2600.
x3759(w)/2821848(h).
VOLVO, '81, white, auto, sdn, vry
well maintained, a/c, tow bar, log
books avail, $9,250 ono. x5003/
2821900(ah).
YAMAHA RZ500, motor bike, perfect cond, 14,837kms, ACT reg.
x3536Narelle(h)/
2302259
Terry (w).

Real Estate
HARDEN, NSW, 31/2acrcs, planted
to Chardonnay grapevines. $57,000
inc
all
machinery,
sheds.

Studies, for three years. Dr Lin is fi-om
the Research Centre for Rural
Development in The Development
Institute, Beijing.

Annual Reports
The following annual reports were presented at Council: Faculty of Arts,
Research School of Social Sciences,
School of Mathematical Sciences, Centre

Bad news survey
— Continued from Page 1
dined by 10 per cent over three years,
especially when this is linked with the
finding (1990) that students get most of
their information on politics from television (64.7 per cent), newspapers (43.7
per cent) and parents (27.5 per cent).
*As with the general population, students have become more cynical about
the Government and politicians in general,' Dr Saha said.
T h i s is reflected in the fact that,
whereas in 1987 they were blaming
youth unemployment on kids who
didn't want to work, in 1990 they were
blaming it just as much on the condition
of the ecomomy.'
On student activism, Dr Saha said his
data gave similar indications to studies
in the United States which showed that
the US was about to experience a wave
of student activism, like it did in the
1960s.
'The number of American students in
the latest intake of first year university
students who've participated in some
form of student activism in high school
has increased markedly in the past
2511306(ah).
HAWKER, 28 sqm solid brick, 4 br
en, dble garage, spac lounge, sep
dining with Ige family, kitchen, s/
room, storage/basement area, Ige
block, $245,000. 2548581.
YARRALUMLA, 2 br, dble brick hse
with lots of character. Parquet
flooring, open f/p, dual occup block,
867 sqm, dble garage, mature trees
and shrubs, $182,000. 2823329.

Accommodation
Wanted
ACCOMMODATION for the month
of August for visiting academic, wife
and two children. Bill Boyd (066)
203007.
ARANDA, sunny f/f room, nonsmokers, 25+, close to bus/ameniries.
Andrew
x0096(w)/
2515506(h).
FURNISHED HSE, req from 7 July
for m in 3 m ths for scientist and fam ily,
pref close to CSIRO. Anna 2479332.
HOUSE SITTING avail, pets and
gardens welcome, non-smokers,
referencess supplied. Jenny Newell
and Mark Gunning 2548987/
2812879.
VISITING FELLOW, female, keen
to house^it second sem, (Aug-early
Dec), experienced, responsible,
skilled gardener. x3915 or x4607.

Accommodation
Available

CAMPBELL, house to rent, 21 June
to 4 August, cheap rent in exchange
for feeding 2 cats.
x26l7/
2474418(ah).
CHIFLEY, b/sitter, f/f, c/port,
phone, avail from August x3162/
2926688(ah).
HAWKER, Ige b/sitter, own bath,
garage and yard, cooking fac, fridge
for quiet mature n/s, $110pw.
2547599.
O'CONNER HEIGHTS, part of f/f
hse (self contained) avail to rent, 8
July - 1 October, suit visiting cple.
2470931.
SUSSEX INLET, small waterfront
holiday cottage, available for weekends and holidays, quiet bushland
setting. x4049/2582016(ah).
YARRALUMLA, short term, shared
accomommodation, avail in large f/
f hse, two months from mid-July.
2724134(bh).

for Visual Sciences, ANU
Experiment Ethics Committee.

Animal

Congratulations
Council resolved to congratulate Dame
Leonie Kramer on her election as
Chancellor of the University of Sydney.
Dame Leonie was Professor of Australian
Literature at the University of Sydney
and is an honorary doctor of laws of
ANU and a former member of Council.
decade and that's what we've found in
this survey,' Dr Saha said.
Between 1987 and 1990 tiiere was a 15
per cent increase in those who have
signed a petition, an eight per cent
increase in those who wrote or contacted
a politician, and a six per cent increase
in contacting the media.
There was a slight increase in students
involved in violent forms of protest fi-om three to five per cent.
'What was significant was that many
more students are now saying they are
willing to be involved in various forms of
political action if the situation presents
itself.
'I think people learn how to be activists and they leam by doing and that's
what's happening,' Dr Saha said.
He said the students surveyed came
from all socio-economic backgrounds
and he was surprised that expressions of
youth political culture in Canberra remained very consistent between the
schools surveyed and across the two survey periods.
The study is being extended to take in
the political views of secondary school
students in other states.
— Peter

Cotton

for second hand copies pre November 1990. I will buy copies in
gdcond. 2493652.

Secretarial
ACCURATE reliable w/p and
typesetting, long or short documents,
reas rates. Jennifer 2381081 (am/
evenings) / 2490621 (afternoon).
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, for all
manuscripts, standard audio tape
transcriptions,
proofreading,
Laserprinter, rates neg. 2486410.
TUmON, learn Word Perfect word
processing on a one to one basis.
Flexible hours, reas rates. x2241/
2925186(ah).
TYPING, w/p, private correspondence, thesis, essays etc. x0156/
2825452(h).
WP/SECRETARIAL services, Macintosh plus Laserprinter qual, student
ratesavail. 2805029(am) 2865798(h).

Miscellaneous
AFUW-ACT monthly meeting,
12.30pm luncheon, Thurs 6/6,
Robertson Rm, St John's, Reid.
Speaker. Mrs Betty Dawson, 'Outreach
-anACTTAFEInitiative*. $7.50. RSVP
to Dr Fildes 2864771 (by 4/6).
BOBCAT HIRE with 8 tonne tipper,
exp and reliable. Paul 2884615(ah).
FOOD, join the ANU nutrition society. Come along to the Food Co-op,
Kingsley St Acton, opp Toad Hall. 104Tue-Fri,10-lSaL 2571186.
KIND PERSON to read essay drafts of
a first year Arts faculty foreign student
Any manual work in return. Leave
message 2926570.
FRENCH LESSONS, need help with
written/spoken French? Documents
8c papers translated. Corine 2821849.
LIFE DRAWING workshop group,
every Wed, 6.3a^.30pm, Brindabella
Community Arts Centre, Stockdill St,
Holt. 2582026.
LOOKING for 4 original reports, authorJ Filia. Last seen at ANU. If found
contact me on 2571511 (w).

Wanted
COMPUTER, not too old, printer and
monitor. Indian drums, green house.
2582531.
GOOD HOME for a 12mth old black
and white dog, pointer cross, well
trained, very firiendly, likes kids. Free.
2917738.
SKI racks which fitskis in asemi-vertical
position on the rear of a VW beetle.
2845043(w)/2886084(h).
VANITYFAIR magazine, I am looking

Arts and
Entertaimnent

Canberra School of Music, Graduation Recital. Craig Walton, Clarinet, Zhu
Ching, Piano, 'Works
by Brahms, Stravinsky, Rossini,
Povlenc'. 8.15pm. Wednesday22
May. Llewellyn Hall. Admission
free.
Canberra School of Music, Graduation Recital. John Brunato, Bass,
Martha Meszaros, Piano, 'Italian
Songs in Arias, and Dichteliebe by
Schumann'. 8.15pm. Thursday
23 May. Llewellyn Hall. Admission
free.
Canberra School of Music, Jazz
Program. Canberra Soxaphone
Quartet 5pm. Saturday 25 May.
Llewellyn Hall. Admission free.
Canberra School of Music, Organ
Recital. Michael Dudman, 'Works
by Mozart, Schumann, Messiaen,
Bossi'. 2pm. Sunday 26 May.
Wesley Uniting Church, Forrest
Admission
and $4.
Canbeira School of Music, Scholarship Concert 2. Varied Program. 6pm. Tuesday 28 May.
Rehearsal Rm 3. Admission free.
Canbeira School of Music, Mozart
Violin Sonatas 2. Perry Hart, Violin, Susanne Powell, Piano, •K379,
K 378, K 302, K 526'. Sunday 26
May. 4pm. Rehearsal Rm 3. Admission $6 and $4.
Canberra School of Music, Concert. School's preparatory students, 'varied program'. 6pm.
Monday 27 May. Rehearsal Rm 3.
Admission free.
Canberra School of Music, Graduation recital. Catherine Gill, Violin, Fenella Gill, Cello, Susanne
Powell, Piano, 'Works byJS Bach,
Ives, Ravel, Brahms'. Monday 27
May. 8.15pm. Llewellyn Hall. Admission firee.
Canberra School of Music, Piano
Series. Bernadette Harvey, Balkus,
'Works by Mozart, Rachmaninov,
Prokofiev, Brahms, Stravinsky'.
6pm. Thursday 30 May. Rehearsal
Rm 3. Admission $6 and $4.
Canberra School of Music, Graduation Recital. Sarah Dunn, Violin,
Meriel Owen, Piano, 'Works by
Brahms, Ysayc and Beethoven'.
8.15pm. Friday 7June. Rehearsal
Rm 3. Admission free.
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Academic Diary:
Diary entries for the next
issue close at 5pm on
Monday 3 June and will
be for the period 17 June
to SO J u n e inclusive.
Please assist by submittng
ALL diary entries on the
forms available from University Public Relations,
x2106.
MONDAY 27 MAY
Australia-Japan Research Centre, Sem. Iwamoto Hiromitsu,
'Japan-Papua New Guinea relations in the post-war period:
analysis from dependency perspectWes\ 12.50-2pm. SemRm
4, Crawford Bldg.
Dept of Psydiology, Faculty of
Science Sem. Mr Robert LyndStevenson, 'Adopting a theoretical approach in non experimental social research: unemployment and emotional
health'. S.SOpm. Rm 105, Psychology Bldg.
Urban Researdi Program, RSSS
Sem. Dr Steven Bourassa,'Aesthetics and the Political
Economy of Gentrification*.
11 am. Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
TUESDAY 28 MAY
PoUtical Science Program, RSSS
Sem. Professor TH Rigby,
'Reinstitutionalisation of the
Soviet Political System'. 4pm.
Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Demography Program, RSSS
Sem. DrKimStreatfieldandDr
Lado Ruzicka, 'Trends and differentials in child mortality in
Hunan and Shanghai provinces,
China'. S.SOpm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
Humanities Researdi Centre,
RSSS work in progress Sem.
Professor Ann Curthoys, 'Social
and Cultural History. What is
the difference?' 4pm. HRC
Reading Rm, top fir, AD Hope
Bldg.
Dept o f Economics, RSPacS
Sem. Dr Cezaiy Kapuscinski,
'Dynamic Modelling of tea consumption in Taiwan'. 2pm. Sem
Rm B, Coombs Bldg.
Inorganic Chemistry, RSC Sem.
Professor Eiichi Kimura, Hiroshima University, 'The role of
Zinc Hydrolyticenzymes'. 2pm.
Rm 1S4, RSC.
Division of Pacific and Asian
History, RSPacS Sem. Mr
Sujatmiko, 'Expectations and
Achievements of the South Pacific Forum in the First 20 years:
Nuclear issues*. 2-Spm. Sem
Rm E (Rm 22S9), Coombs Bldg.

For Sale
ABORIGINALART,qualityAnnhem
land bark paintings, desert paintings,
didgeridoos,
boomerangs,
coolamons, and other artifacts.
2953694.
ANTIQUE, mahogany chest of
drawers, $1200. Large chest freezer,
388L,withncwmotor,$400. x26S2/
2644050.
BABY CAR SEAT, exc cond, $60.
Pine w/robe, with drawers, $125.
Wedding dreas, lace and satin, $300.
x5960.
BABY STROLLER, $30. Pram, $40.
Bothvgc. x4506/2498925(h).
BICYCLES, men's 10 spd, vgc, $90.
2497597(ah).
BICYCLES, two, BMX style, suit 915yo, $40 and $70. One girls bike,

Economics Discipline, RSPacS
Economics of trade and development
Sem.
Cezary
Kapuscinski, 'Dynamic modelling of tea consumption in Taiwan'. 2pm. Sem Rm C, Coombs
Bldg.
WEDNESDAY 29 MAY
NCEPH, Student seminar series.
Dr Stephen Kulis, 'The organisational context for gender equity in science'. 12.S0-1.30pm.
SemRm CIO,NCEPH.
Dept of Linguistics, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Professor Greville
Corbett, 'A typology of number
systems'. 4pm. LectRml,John
Dedman Bldg.
Historyof Ideas Program, RSSS
weekly sem. Dr NA Rupke, 'Science and Romanticism'. 11am.
Sem RM A, Coombs Bldg.
Inorganic Chemistry, RSC Sem.
Professor Eiichi Kimura, Hiroshima University, 'Intelligent
Macrocyclic Polyammines'.
11am. R m l S 4 , R S C .
Dept of Anthropology and Dept
of Prehistory & Anthropology,
RSPacS and Faculty ofArts Sem.
Dr Nicholas Thomas, 'The inversion of tradition: cultural
oljectifications in the Pacific'.
g.SOam. Sem Rm C (Nadel Rm),
Coombs Bldg.
Dept of Human Geography,
RSPacS Sem. Dr Dean Forbes,
'Impressions of Urban Vietnam,
1989-91'. S.SOpm. Sem Rm C,
Coombs Bldg.
Dept of Linguistics, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Professor Greville
Corbett (Uni Sydney), 'A typology of number systems'. 4pm.
LectRm l,John Dedman Bldg.
History of Ideas Program, RSSS
weekly sem. DrNA Rupke,'Science and Romanticism'. 11am.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
THURSDAY 30 MAY
Health Transition Centre,
NCEPH Sem.
Maxine
Whittaker, 'Options for care of
AIDS patients: A case study of
home based care in Zambia'.
S.S0-5pm.
Sem Rm CIO,
NCEPH.
RSSS Sem. Dr Roger Bowman,
'Earthquakes in the middle of
nowhere: who cares?' 4pm. Sem
Rm, Jaeger Bldg.
Division of Historical Studies,
RSSSSem. Iain McCalman, *The
Infidel as Prophet William Reid
and Blakean Radicalism'. 11 am.
Ross Hohnen Rm, Chancelry
Bldg.
Dept of Economics, Faculty of
Economics and Commerce Sem.
Dr Frank Milne, 'Asset pricing
in a discrete time stochasdc insuit 9-15yo, $35. Shoei motor-bike
helmet, as new, $50.
Rod
2812378(ah).
BIKE,24",ladics,5spd,$60.2472491.
BIKE, men^ 10 spd, perfect cond,
$110. Boys 24", 3 spd. Speedwell,
vgc, $65. Mikex2606/2546559.
BIKES, 2, BMX, 1 med, red, 1 sm,
bluc,$60ca,Al mechcond 2496313.
BIKE, ladies, 3 spd, as new, $65. Mens
10 spd, gd cond, $65. x2197/
2582187.
BOOKSHELF/DESK UNIT, Australian walnut veneer, attaches to wall,
modem centre and wall lightfittings,
candle holders, copper dishes, telescope, electric knife, asstd prices.
2732140.
CARAVAN, Bawley Point, 14ft with
Alum Annexe, vgc, BBQsettings, suit
sm family or 2 adults, can also rent
x0156/2825452(h).
CD PLAYER, as new, $200. Hella
round driving lights kit, $50. Calcu-
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terest rate economy'. 2pm. Rm
1048, Copland Bldg.
CRES,Sem. Mr Robert Rosen,
'Life Beyond Economics'.
12.S0pm. CRESSemRm.
International Relations, RSPacS
Sem. Dr Peter Van Ness, 'Why
China can't Reform'. 11am.
Sem Rm B, Coombs Bldg.
Biogeography
and
Geomorphology, RSPacS Sem.
Dr Gurdip Singh, 'A pollen picture of Late Quaternary vegetation and climate from Lake Eyre:
comparisions with Lake Frome'.
11am. Sem RmC, Coombs Bldg.
FRIDAY 31 MAY
Dept of History, Faculty of Arts
Sem. Lany Sitsky, 'Crosscurrents in Australian Cultural History, 19S0-1949: Music'. Spm.
Geoffrey Fairbairn Rm IISS,
Haydon Allen Bldg.
Dept of Political Science, The
Faculties Sem. Dr Len Hume,
'Australian Political Writings up
to I860'. 11am. Rm 2069,
Copland Bldg.
Dept of Economics, RSSS Sem.
Dr Frank Vella, 'Wage Ladders,
Education and the Gender Wage
Differential'. 2pm. SemRm A,
Coombs Bldg.
MONDAY 3 JUNE
Urban Research Program, RSSS
Sem. Professor Josephine
Milbum, 'Community Participation in Canberra, ACT'.
11 am. Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Dept of Psychology, Faculty of
Science Sem. Ms Chris Kilham,
'Memory in the deaf. S.SOpm.
Rm 105, Psychology Bldg.
TUESDAY 4 JUNE
Political Science, Division of
Economics and Politics, RSSS
Sem. Dr Carol Bacchi, 'Thinking about affirmative action and
justice'. 4pm. Sem Rm D,
Coombs Bldg.
South Asian Studies group, Australian Institute of International
Affairs, Panel Discussion Program. 'Post-Mortem on the Indian Election'. Panel: Robin
Jeffrey, Dipesh Chakrabarty,
Michael Hillman. 12.10pm for
12.S0pm. First flr, SO Thesiger
Court Deakin. Cost$5, includes
light lunch. xS793 for more information.
Dept of Linguistics, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Dr Tim Shopen,'Explaining typological differences
between languages: English vs
Warlpiri'. 4pm. LectRm 1,John
Dedman Bldg.
Division of Pacific and Asian
History, RSPacS Sem. Profes-

sor
Gavan
McCormack,
'Manchukuo: Constructing the
Past'. 2-S.SOpm. SemRmE(Rm
22S9), Coombs Bldg.
WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE
Dept of Anthropology and Dept
of Prehistory 8c Anthropology,
RSPacS and Faculty ofArts Sem.
Dr Paul Alexander, 'What's in a
price?' 9.S0am. Sem Rm C
(Nadel Rm), Coombs Bldg.
Dept of Geology, The Faculties
Sem. Professor Wang Pinxian,
'Paleoceanography of the South
China Sea'. 4pm. Main Lect
Rm, Geology Dept
History of Ideas Program, RSSS
weekly Sem. Professor Eugene
Kamenka, 'Social Science and
Evil: Reflections on the Holocaust and Other Human Horrors'. 11am. SemRm A, Coombs
Bldg.
Dept of Linguistics, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Ms Lys Ford,'Tenseaspect-mood in Bajjamal'. 4pm.
Lect Rm l,John Dedman Bldg.
Dept o f Human Geography,
RSPacS Sem. Dr John Browett,
'In search of the peace dividend:
resource transfers to the Third
World in the 1990s'. S.SOpm.
Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
NCEPH, PhD Student Sem Series. Dr Stephen Mugford, 'Issues of access, ethics and identity in fieldwork'. 12.S0-l.S0pm.
SemRm CIO,NCEPH.
THURSDAY 6 JUNE
Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, RSPacS Sem. Dr Hua
Di, 'Recent Political and Strategic Developments in Northeast
Asia'. Ham. SemRmB, Coombs
Bldg.
Dhdsion of Historical Studies,
RSSSSem. Barry Smith,'Agent
Orange'. 11am. Ross Hohnen
Rm, Chancelry Bldg.
AIATSIS,Sem. Maggie Brady,
'Heavy Metal: the sodal dynamics of petrol-sniffmg'. 2.S0-4pm.
Macintosh Rm, Acton Hse.
Women's Studies, The Faculties
and the Faculty of Arts Sem.
MargaretStolJan, 'From myth to
documentary and back s^ain:
writing the lives of Australian
Aboriginal women'. 12.S0-2pm.
Haydon-Allen Rm, 2075A.
FRIDAY 7 JUNE
Women's gathering, lunch and a
d i a t Held on the first Friday of
every month. 12.S0pm. Asian
Bistro, Student's Union Bldg.
Deptof Economic History,RSSS
and The Faculties Joint Sem
Program. Dr Paul Johnson,
'Debt, bankruptcy and eco-

27 May - 16 June
nomic distress in Australia since
1850'. 11am. Ross Hohnen Rm,
Chancelry Bldg.
Dept of Political Science, The
Faculties Sem. David West,
'What is New about New Sodal
Movements?' 11am. Rm 2069,
Copland Bldg.
Dept of History, Faculty of Arts
Sem. PenniePemberton,'From
Pioneer Wool Company to
Modem Cattie Company: 160
years of the Australian Agricultural Company'. Spm. Geoffrey
Fairbairn Rm, l l S S , HaydonAllen Bldg.
Dept of Economics, RSSS Sem.
Michael Kidd, 'Occupational
Access and Wa^e Discrimination'. 2pm. Sem RmD, Coombs
Bldg.
TUESDAY 11 JUNE
Humanities Research Centre,
RSSS work in progress sem. Paul
Gillen, 'MissileIs, explosions
and history: J a c k Lindsay's

THURSDAY IS JUNE
International Relations, RSPacS
Sem. Mr Ian Wilson, Tower,
the Gun and Foreign Policy in
China since the Tiananmen Incident*. 11am. Sem Rm B,
Coombs Bldg.
Women's Studies, The Faculties
and Faculty of Arts Sem. Emma
Baldock (Canberra Midwife).
'Rise of Obstetrics and Fall of
Midwifery'. 12.S0-2pm. HaydonAllen Rm, 2775A
AIATSIS,Sem. Bruce Reybum,
'Fraternal solidarity: Levi-Strauss
and the Lawmen of Central Australia*. 2.S0-4pm. Macintosh
Rm, Acton Hse.
Division of Historical Studies,
RSSS Sem. Glen Lewis, 'Changing Ideas about Communication
History in Australia*. 11am. Ross
Hohnen Rm, Chancelry Bldg.

FRIDAY 14 JUNE
Blastpower and Ballistics*. 4pm.

HRC Reading Rm, top flr, AD
Hope Bldg.
Urban Research Program, RSSS
Sem. Dr Meredith Edwards,
'The National Housing Strategy
and Affordability'. 11am. Sem
Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Demography Program, RSSS
Sem: PhD research proposal. Mr
Ben Amenuvegbe, 'Recent reproductive change in Ghana: the
evidence from two successive
cross-sectional surveys'. S.SOpm.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Division of Pacific and Asian
History, RSPacS Sem. Professor Donald Denoon, 'Totalising
the History of the Pacific Islands'.
2-S.SOpm. Sem Rm E, (22S9),
Coombs Bldg.

WEDNESDAY JUNE 12
Dept of Geology, The Faculties
Sem.
DrMichael Ayress,
'Ostracod biostratigraphy of
Kokoamu greensand and
Otekaike limestone. North
Otago, New Zealand.' 4pm.
Main Lect Rm, Geology
DeptNCEPH,PhDStudentScm
Series. Pat Moor, 'A presentation on giving a presentation'.
12.S0-l.S0pm. Sem Rm CIO,
NCEPH.
Dept of Linguistics, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Ms Fran Huchet, 'Wik
Me'enh people alive but not
speaking'. 4pm. Lect Rm 1,
John Dedman Bldg.
Dept o f Human Geography,
RSPacS Sem. Mr Stephen L
Morgan, 'The impact of the
growth of township enterprises
or rural-urban transformation

ing bag^ $20 ea. x4521.
CLOTHES DRYER, Hoover, with
bracket, used once, $150. Oil column heater. Omega, new lastwinter,
$150. x3807/2884294(ah).
Advertisemento are restricted to staff and students of the
COLOUR TV, works, $50. Amplifier, tape deck and amps, $50. Trish
University and members of Convocation and to 20 words
each.
one advertisement per person can be accepted X2741.
COLUMN HEATER, oilfilled,large
for each issue. Typed advertisements should be sent or
'Vulcan', with dryingrack, $150 ono.
delWered to ANU Reporter, UnWersity Public Relations. The Pine^ood lounge suite, dble plus
single, $100 ono. 2888088(ah).
envelope should be marked 'Advertisonent'. No advertiseCOMICS, Archie Series, hundreds
ments will be taken over die telephone. AU advertisements 8c hundreds. Eg: Betty and Veronica, Jughead, etc. Aastd prices.
mustheaccompamedhythenameandconiadphone
2589354 (aft 4).
lodger (not for pubUcadon). The ck>sing date for advertise- COMPLETE set of University plates,
ments for the next issue is Monday, 3 June 1991. Inquiries
great graduation gift, $1200.
Terracotta roof tiles and ridge capx2106.
ping, $1.50ea. Records exc cond, $5
CHAINSAW, Stihl 034, vgc, has had
ea. Pair antique stained glass winlater, HP l i e , $80 ono. Waterproof
dows, $400. 2811440(ah).
reg maintenance and light work,
daypack, $15. Electric typewriter,
COUNTRY ROAD coat, size m,
$750. 2473669.
Brother AX-10, $200. Martin x4496/
lined, very warm, $65. FletcherJones
CHEST of 10 Drawers, $80,2 Sleep2574101.

Classifieds

in China, 1978-1990'. S.SOpm.
Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.

Dept of Economics, RSSS Sem.
Curtis Eaton, 'Flexible Manufacturingand Market Structure*.
2pm. Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Dept of History, Faculty of Arts
Sem. Carolyn Craig, 'Crosscurrents in Australian Cultural History, 19S0-1949: Art'. Spm.
Geoffrey Fairbairn Rm, llSS,
Haydon-Allen Bldg.

Awards
Colombian Government Scholarships. For pos^raduate study
at Columbian Universites. Applicants must possess a good
commsmd of Spanish. Closing
Date 2/8/91.
German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD). Scholarships
and Travel Grants to Australian
Graduates and fme arts sutdents
to undertake a course at a German institution. Closing Date
1/6/91.
Wenkart Foundation Scholarships. For study in clinical, biomedical and health related sciences. Qosing Date SO/6/91.
Madeay/Miklouho - Macleay
Centenary FeUowship. For study
in the areas of Zoology or Anthropology using the collections
of the Sydney Uni's Macleay Museum. Qoses Sl/7/91.
Details of awards can be ob>
tained by calling 249S593..

A N U Weekly Diary
For information about our wide
range of interesting activities,
ring our recorded message,
up-dated each Thursday.

Phone: (06)249 0742
DriU HaU GaUery
Changing exhibitions from
the ANU and the
Australian National Gallery
Klngslcy Street, Acton
Open Wed-Sim, 12-5pm

Hire a student

AN types of casual and part-time work
wanted, e.g.:
I GARDENING I CLEANING X
X TUTORING X
PARTY HELP X ETC
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates
ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
249 3674

